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Lions supporters proving
their worth off the field
The British and Irish Lions tour kicked off in June,
bringing an estimated 20,0001 supporters to our
shores, and providing a big boost to local businesses.
Finishing up in the first week of July, the tour’s
ten games and seven locations provided many
opportunities for Lions followers to spend around the
country.
The Lion’s tour drew a variety of visitor types, from
die hard rugby fans, to those wanting to explore the
countryside while seeing a game or two. What these
tourists seemed to have in common however, was a
preference for an expensive and experience based
holiday.
For the five weeks of the tour, and two weeks either
side, card spending by tourists from UK and Ireland
was up 172% compared to the same period last year.
Looking specifically at the tour period (3 June – 8 July),
spending by these tourists more than tripled from the
comparable period last year. Transactions were up
177%, lower than spending growth, indicating these
visitors were making higher value purchases.

SPENDING GROWTH BY CATEGORY
Growth in spending by retail category, by visitors from
the UK and Ireland for the period 27 May - 15 July 2017,
compared to the same period in 2016.
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Of course with such a huge influx of visitors, it is less of
a surprise that spending and transactions skyrocketed
in comparison with last year. What is of more interest
however, is how these tourists changed their spending
behaviour from previous British and Irish tourists.
THE KIWI EXPERIENCE
Lions supporters set themselves apart from last year’s
UK and Irish visitors by spending more per person,
and putting a strong focus on experience based
purchases. Over the seven week period, cardholders
from UK and Ireland spent on average 31% more per
payment card2 than they did over the same time last
year, with the increase seen mainly in service and
experience categories.
The category (see page 3 for category definitions) with
the biggest jump in spending was hospitality, which
saw a big influx of celebrating (and commiserating)
Lions during their Kiwi holiday. Total spending on
hospitality by UK and Irish tourists was almost four
times the amount of last year, the biggest increase
of any category for these visitors, depicted in the
adjacent chart. Hospitality also accounted for 38% of
total spending by these visitors – a big increase from
last year’s 24% share.
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As well as an increase in the total spending on
hospitality, Lion’s supporters were making bigger value
purchases at bars and restaurants, and spending more
per person. Lion’s fans’ average transaction value on
food and drinks was up 42%. They also increased their
average spend per cardholder by 84%.
In their pursuit of an experience based holiday, goodsbased retailers may not have seen such a large impact
from Lions supporters. Total spending by British and
Irish visitors on discretionary categories, sporting
merchandise and tourist activities all saw growth on
last year, but none in excess of the 250% growth in
visitors. Collectively, spending on these categories
increased 97% - a positive result, but only a third of
the growth seen in hospitality.

AVERAGE TRANSACTION VALUE GROWTH
Change in average transaction value by category for visitors
from UK and Ireland, for the period 27 May - 15 July 2017,
compared to the same period in 2016.
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Looking at average transaction value, discretionary
transaction values were almost unchanged on last
year, while both sporting merchandise stores and
0%
tourist activities experienced a decline in their average
transaction value, down 18% and 7% respectively,
depicted in the chart to the right.
-10%
Lions supporters did however increase their average
spend per card on accommodation, up 16% per -20%
cardholder on the same time last year. This increase
-30%

may suggest Lions tourists stayed longer than usual
UK visitors (British visitors spend 28 days in NZ on
average, according to Tourism New Zealand), or
purchased more expensive accommodation types.
However, this may also be a result of price hikes seen
in some areas during match times – some hotels in
Wellington and Auckland increased their usual prices
by as much as seven times during test matches (NZ
Herald, April 2017).
NOT JUST FOR THE CITIES
The ten matches of the tour were held in seven different
locations around the country, with Wellington and
Auckland hosting two and three games respectively.
Areas off the ‘traditional’ tourist journey were also
included, bringing Lions supporters to locations such
as Whangarei and Hamilton. These areas saw big
increases in spending from British and Irish tourists
compared to last year, up 150% in Whangarei and
185% in Hamilton. Interestingly, areas closely adjacent
to host areas, such as the Wairarapa and South
Waikato saw some of the biggest lifts in spending,
likely due to selling out of accommodation in host
locations, and tourists exploring the country while in
the area for matches.
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REGIONAL SPENDING IMPACT
The below map shows the relative change in spending by UK
and Irish visitors in locations that did not host a Lions match,
for the period 27 May - 15 July 2017, compared to the same
period in 2016.

while in the country3. Lions tourists who chose to drive
between destinations had a different Kiwi experience
to their non-driving counterparts, choosing to spend
less of their time and money in cities and tourist
hotspots. Drivers allocated 10% less of their spending
to the top three Lions visitor destinations of Auckland,
Wellington and Queenstown, choosing instead to
spread their spending around the regions.
Lion’s supporters were in general a more adventurous
group, seeing more of the country than previous
visitors. Strong regional spending growth (seen in
table Lions growth in match host regions vs non host
regions on page four) in areas such as Hawkes Bay
(where spending was up 392%), and Taranaki (up
202%) suggest that between matches, supporters
were travelling down either side of the country, and
make the most of their time here.
Also depicted in the table, South Island regions
experienced slower growth rates than their North Island
peers, despite hosting two matches. The northern
skew is likely a fallout of the reduced driving options
following the closure of State Highway 1 after the
Kaikoura quake. The loss of the main, scenic driving
route likely made travelling south a challenge for the
thousands of supporters in cars and campervans.
THE VALUE OF BIG EVENTS
The Lions tour was a big event for New Zealand, further
increasing our tourism profile with UK and Irish visitors,
and providing a mid-winter boost for retailers around
the country. While the economic impact may have
been more notable in certain industries and areas, the
whole country was certainly aware of the thousands
of tourists descending on our shores. These tourists
proved to be a valuable group to the local economy,
spending more per person than the average Brit, and
spreading their experience (and spending) to many of
the non-host regions.

The above map shows the spending impact from Lions
tourists experienced in locations outside of host cities,
with the size of the arrow relative to the change in spend
experienced, compared to a year prior. While host
cities certainly saw big increases, the spread and size
of the impact of spending from Lions tourists outside
of these cities is a positive sign for smaller regional
areas, who may not necessarily benefit as much from The high value and experience driven spending by
Lions tourists looked to have ticked off key visitor
tourists outside of the peak summer season.
benchmarks, such as those in the Tourism 2025
initiative. With their high spend per card and emphasis
BEYOND THE RUGBY
The regional economic impact looks to have largely on dining out rather than shopping for souvenirs,
Lions tourists prove that New Zealand can both attract
come from Lions tourists who took a ‘Kiwi roadie’.
and host value driven visitors, and should provide
Purchasing behaviour suggests that at least a quarter encouragement for key decision makers to target
of Lions fans travelled via rental cars and campervans other high profile events in the future.
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MATCH HOST REGIONS VS NON HOST
REGIONS

DEFINITIONS

The below table shows the change in spending and
transactions from Lions supporters in regions that did host
Lions matches, vs. regions that did not, for the period 27 May
- 15 July 2017, compared to the same period in 2016.
HOST REGIONS

SPENDING

TRANSACTIONS

Northland

191%

178%

Auckland

230%

211%

Waikato

174%

200%

Bay of Plenty

242%

221%

Wellington

258%

236%

Canterbury

67%

66%

107%

70%

Otago

Category Breakdowns
Some of the categories included in this report comprise
aggregated storetypes, as per ANZSIC industry
classifications. Listed below are the categories we have
aggregated for the purpose of this report.

NON-HOST REGIONS

Hospitality

Bars,
cafes,
takeaways

restaurants,

Food & liquor

Supermarkets and dairies, other food
retailers, liquor stores

Tourist
attractions

Amusement and recreational activities
e.g. bungy jumping.

Sport
merchandise

Sports and
retailers

Discretionary

Department stores,
footwear stores

camping

and

equipment

clothing

and

FOOTNOTES

99%

158%

Statistics New Zealand, International Travel and
Migration: June 2017

Hawkes Bay

392%

258%
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Taranaki

202%

186%

Manawatu-Wanganui

116%

103%

Tasman

44%

81%

Nelson

153%

137%

Marlborough

214%

138%

West Coast

104%

96%

Southland

114%

92%

TOTAL

172%

145%

Gisborne
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For this report we did not calculate a total spending
value. Most visitors travel in groups with family or
friends, with many pre-paying high value items such
travel, accommodation, and match tickets before
arriving in the country. International visitors’ cash
usage is higher than New Zealand averages. However,
discretionary purchases made using credit cards
provide a good indicator of overall spending activity.
For the purposes of this report, UK and Irish visitors
have been classified as having hired cars or campervans
while in NZ if they exhibited one or both of the following
spending behaviours: a) spending at a car or campervan
hire business, or b) made a purchase of $25 or more at a
petrol station, on three or more separate days.
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